Inscomm OK's 'Weekend' (Continued from page 1) to their course material and its presentation and convey these suggestions to the faculty; (3) the council, in its present political form, provides a training ground for student leaders. The final consensus was that plans for a reorganization be shelved until the new responsibilities and orientation of the Freshman Council are more clearly defined.

KCFP Plans Expanded Activities
Al Koevett, head of the Student Committee on Educational Policy, will try to put the 'freshman feedback' program, tried experimentally last semester, into full-time operation. The committee will assist the faculty in evaluating and discussing the "feedback."
New projects may include a study of the advantages and disadvantages of the "even" rating, and exploration of educational processes in other schools around the country.

The Freshman Council has not been a very meaningful organization in the past. The Institute Committee recently denied a reor-